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The Liability of Executive Officers under the Corporations Law

Abstract
[extract] Lawyers speak of the corporate trilogy: the company, the directors, and the members in general
meeting. But the corporate game is being played by a quarternary, the fourth and most important group being
the senior executives, some, but not all of whom, may be counted amongst the ranks of the directors. The
group will be led by a general manager (by whatever name called) who will possess extensive power. Any
analysis which ignores the role of those who make up this all powerful executive can be likened to an
examination of Westminster government without proper consideration of the role of Cabinet. This paper aims
to redress this imbalance by examining the obligations of senior employees of large corporations as fiduciaries
and as executive officers under the Corporations Law. It does not purport to examine their liabilities where
they are also directors.
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introduction
Historically lawyers have focused on the legal obligations of directors of
companies. Senior employees have generally not been the subject of demited
investigation, prosecution, or academic comment°’ One not surprising
re.on for this has been the fact that Me articles of the company have placed
the management powers on the directors,2 and the courts have naturally
given full legal force to such a clear statement of directors’ powers. For
example, in Horn v Henry Fa~lder and Co Ltd 3 Neville J considered the
effect of an agreement made between uhe company and the manager of the
company’s confectionery business and department which granted
manager full power to conduct iks business. He concluded Mat Me agreement
was ulu:a vires ~he articles because the agreement was ’a very subsmmial
parting with the con~ol and management of the business by the governing
directors’? He held Mat any attempt to appoint persons who were to have a
share in the management of Me company independently of Me control of the
directors would amount to an infringing by the majority on the rights of the

!

2

3
4

One exception has been Gower, Cronin, Easson and Lord Wedderburn Go~er’s
Prindp~es of Modern Compan~ Law, 4th ed S~evens (1979) at 574.
For example articte 66(t) provides: ’Subjec~ to ~his Law and to any other provision of
these regulations, tJ~e business of ~e company shall be managed by ~,he directors, who
may pay all expenses incurred in promoting and forming the company, and may exercise
all such powers of the company as are not, by khe Law or by these regulations, required
to be exercised by the company in genera1 meeting.
(1908) 99 LT 524.
Above at 525° The articte provided inter alia ’tha~ the depamnent and all extensions of the
same should be under the sole management of the manager in all respects, and he should
have full power to conduct in a reasonable mariner ~e practical and commercial business
of the same wi~.hout in any way being interfered with by the gover~Z,~g directors or board
of directors’.
The manager sought an injunction preveming interference by the directors in accordance
with the above agreement. The defences raised were tha~ the agreement was ultra vires
~he company or that alternatively the board of directors had no power to make the
agreement. The ar’dcles sta~ed that ~e conduct of the business of the company was to be
exclusively vested in the directors, and ~hat certain governing directors were to have
supreme control in the managemem of the business and affairs of the company.
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minority who were entitled to have the whole business managed by the
governing directors. Even if the company had power m enter the agreement,
its directors would not have had because they lacked the power to further
delegate their authority, s

Lawyers speak of the corporate trilogy: the company, the directors, and the
members in general meeting. But the corporate game is being played by a
quarternary, the fourth and most important group being the senior
executives, some, but not all of whom, may be counted amongst the ranks of
the directors. The group will be led by a general manager (by whatever name
called) who will possess extensive power. Any analysis which ignores the
rote of those who make up this all powerful executive can be likened to an
examination of Westminster government without proper consideration of the
role of Cabinet. This paper aims to redress t~his imbalance by examining the
obligations of senior employees of large corporations as fiduciaries and as
executive officers under the Corporations Law. it does not purport to
examine their liabilities where they are also direc~orso

Power Structures within Large Corporations
The National Companies and Securities Commission pointed out in its
submission to the Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Cor~stirational
Affairs that ’recognition has been given in recent years to the considerable
power which executive officers can exercise in the management of
companies vis-a-vis that of directors.’ The Committee then commented:

The NCSC suggested that the trend towards more powerfu! executive officers
had increased in recent years ’as directors, particularly of large corporations,
have become more concerned with broadbrush issues m~d executives are
employed for their expertise in particular areas of management.6

The Committee noted that this was understandable given the preponderance
of non-executive directors in Australia’s boardrooms.

Gower also recognised this possibility in discussing the English position:

But the modem tendency seems m be towards a clearer disti~qction between hhe
management which rum the business and the board of directors which oversees
the management, and lays dowa broad l~es of policyo This may, ~. time, lead
to the practice of delegating managerial powers to professional managers
without seats on the board]

A stronger statement comes from Eisenberg in discussing the position in the
United States:

Under the received legal model of the.. corporation, the board setects officers,

5 Above at 526.
6 Senate Standing Committee on Constitutional Affairs ’Company Directors’ Duties:

Report on the SociM and Fiduciary Duties ~md Obligations of Compar~y Directors’
Auswahan Par’hamentary Paper No 395 of 1989, paras 7.9, 7.10, and 7.16.

7 Gower, Cronino Easson and Lord Wedderbum Gewer’s PrL,~ciples of Modern Corapany
Law, 4th ed Stevens (1979) a~ 574°
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sets policy, and generally manages the corporation’s business. Under the
working model, however, the board normally performs none of these functions.
To begin with,, in practice the board seldom manages the business of a
corporation. Under the system of directorates which has developed in this
country among large, listed companies, directors are ~anable to ’manage’
corporations in any narrow interpretation of the word ..... Directors do not and
camnot ’direct’ corporations in the sense of operating them. Lnstead, in small,
closely-bald corporations the business is typically managed directly by owner-
maaaagers, white kq large, publicly-held corporations ....the business is typically
mmqaged by the top executives.~

Eisenberg later suggests that many legal rules have been designed on the
assumption ’that the board manages the corporation’s business in fact as well
as in law.’ He gives as an example t~he pales relating to the authority of
officers which he believes result in a ’unrealistically restrictive view of an
officer’s power of position’ and concludes that standards of care seem to be
pitched to the outside director rather than the executive, ’as if the former
were reatly running the business.’~

Posner is even more direct. In relation to United States corporations he
states categorically:

3he board does not manage the f’~rm. Composed usually of representatives of
management ptus outsiders who, having full-time employment elsewhere,
devote only sporadic attention to the corporation’s affairs, normally the board
ratifies the actions of management° The importance of the board lies in the fact
that it, mud through it the shareholders, can fire the existing managers aand hire
new ones who wil! be more attentive to the shareholders’ interests.~°

The various commentators quoted are-referring to quite senior executives in
corporations, and as noted before, many of these may well occupy positions
on the board. A critical question is whether the senior executives who are not
on the board are bound in a similar way to those who are. Distinctions based
on whether the directors are board members or not are unlikely to make
sense if they occupy a position of significant power and influence. It is likely
the case that at this very senior level similar obligations are held.

It should also be recognised gnat not all corporate structures are the same.
Potentially there are as many e~pes of organisational structures as there are
companies. These will vary with size, management and parent group
philosophy, nature of the goods or service provided and sold and so on.
l~-~agement of the organisation may be carefully conga-oiled at the top or be
largely decentralized so that significant power is held at much lower levels in
the organisation. In small companies one would expect a simple stracture,
with a great deal of authority vested in one person. In a ’machine
bureaucracy,’ obvious in some larger organisations, very tightly controlled
and formalised company policy manuals containing detailed rules and

8 Eisenberg MA ’Legal Models of Management Stracture in the Modem Corporation:
Officers, Directors, and Accountants’ (1975) 63 Ca1 LR 375 at 376°

9 Above at 384.
10 Posner RA Economic Analysis of Law 3rd Ed Little Brown and Co at 384.
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regulations reduce the discretion held by any one employee. Such
organisations are also characterised by standard operationsoa! Other
companies may exhibit these characteristics and/or be dominated by a
divisional structure vesting extensive power in divisional mangers2~ Each
divisional head may well have the same level of power as would the board of
a subsidiary company running that same organisation, but not necessarily be
on the board of directors. On the other hand, a company structure may be
closer to an adhocracy where the traditional distinctions and divisions of
power are blurred.13 Robbins and Barnwe!1 draw this distinction between
bureaucracies and adhocracy:

The key difference is that the professional bureaucracy, when faced with a
problem, immediately classifies it into some standard programme so that the
professionals can treat it in a uniform manner. In an adhocracy, a novel
sotufion is needed so standardisafion and formalisation are inappropriate.

Decision making in adhocracies is decentralised. This is necessary for speed
and flexibility and because senior mmnagement camnot be expected to possess
t~he expertise necessary to make all decisions. 14

These examples demonstrate an obvious proposition. Organisational
structure wit! have an important impact on the degree of independence
possessed by an employee. As will be seen below this can, in turn, effect the
scope of any fiduciary obligations owed and the likelihood that a person may
be seen as an executive officer of the company°

~:iduciary ONigations of an Employee
All employees have some level of obligation to their corporate employer, but
one which, as may be expected, varies considerably with their duties, status
and power within the organisation. Speaking of the potential width of the
powers held by a company officer, Mr Justice Welts of the Supreme Court of
South Australia commented:

The degree of accountability (amounting in some cases to subservience) may
vary enormously; the limits of t~he control exercised over the officer may be
prescribe1 by law, or fixed by contract or ot~her private insmament; accordingly,
the officer may, in effect, be a servant, with little independent authority and
discretion; a senior officer or manager, with wide authority and discretion; or a
director or governor, with supreme executive powers.~s

Breach of an employee’s common law duties to obey lawful commands and
to show due care in the performance of duties will render the employee liable

11 Robbins SP and Barnwelt NS Organisationat Theory in Australia Prentice Hall 1989 at
187.

12 Robbins and Barnwell give the follow~mg examples of divisiona! structure in Australia:
BHP, CSR, Boral, Australian National Industries, Coles Myer and t_he ANZ Bank.
Above at 193.

13 Above at 198-199.
14 Above at 199.
15 Harris vS (1975-1976) CLC 40-263 quoted inR v Sco¢~ (1990) 8 ACLC 752 at 757.
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for damages to the employer.16 There are also duties of fidelity and
confidentiality,17 breach of which often accompany a claim that the person
has also breached fiduciary dutieso1~

The duty owed by employees is often a fiduciary Oneo~ In Hospital
Products Ltd v United States Surgical Corporation 2o there are a number of
obiter statements made concerning the fiduciary duties owed by employees
to their employerso Gibbs CJ after commenting that the archetype of a
fiduciary is the trustee states:

.... it is recognized by the decisions of the courts that t,he~e are other classes of
persons who normally stand in a fiduciary relationsl~Sp to one another - e.g.,
partners, principal and agent, director and company, master and servant,
solicitor a~’ad client, tenant for life and remaindermano 2~

Later in his judgment he noted that not every case where there is a duty to
be performed witl create a fiduciary obtigationo One exampte of this was a
duty arising under a:a ordinary commercial contract. Mason J also included
emp!oyee and emptoyer in a similar list~ as did Dawson Jo~ After referring
to Moulton LJ’s ’celebrated example~ of the errand boy in Re Coomber2~
Mason J concluded:

It is now ackr~owtedged generally that t~he scope of the fiduciary duty must be
moulded according to the nature of the relationship and the facts of the case, z~

Despite the inclusion by the three judges in Hospital Products of
employees in a tist of relationships which are generally fiduciary in
nature, one should be hesitant in concluding that all employees are always
in a fiduciary relationshipo There are many statements by the courts
indicating judicial reiuctance to define the parameters of a fiduciary

16 L~s~er ~ Romford Ice avid Co~d &orate Co Ltd[ 1957] t Atl ER 1250.
17 For example in Robb ~ Green [1895] 2 QB 315 an employee compiled a tist of

customers from the order book of his employer, left his employment and set up his
business using these names. The employee was liabte m the employer for damages and
required to return the list.

18 See for example Pacifica Shipping Co L~d v Anderson (1985) 2 NZCLC 99.306; Timber
Engineering Co P~y LM v A~,~terson [1980] 2 NSWLR 488; SSC & B: Lintas New Zealand
tad ~ Murphy (1982) ! N~ZCLC 98,384 and Green v Bestobel! (1982) 1 ACLC t.

t9 Aus~n notes: ’It is wet1 established in the Commonwealth and in the United States that
senior employees are fiduciaries whether or not they have been appointed to the board.
RP Austin ’Fiduciary Accomatabi~ty for Business Opportunities’ in PD Finn (Editor)
Equity and Commercial Rdadonships Law Book Company (t987) 141 at t42.

20 (1984-1985) 156 CLR 4t.
21 Above at 68°
22 Above at 96.
23 Above at 141.
24 [19!1} 1 Ch 723. Fletcher Moulton LJ stated: ’Fiduciary relationships are of many

di~ffemnt types: ~ey extend from the relationship of mysdf m an errand boy who is
bound to bring me back my change up m the most ingmate and confidential relations
which can possibty exist between one party and another where the one is wholly in the
hands of ~e other because of [,.is i~qfinite ~-ast in b~a’ (at 728).

25 Above at t02,
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relationship too closely.26 The courts have stressed that each case has to
be determined on its merits and this may also be necessary even in the
established categories. Thus Gibbs CJ in Hospital Products was able to
inctude principal and agency in his list of fiduciary relationships, but later
argued that a statement that every agent is a fiduciary is open to some
doubt?7

It is not difficult to understand why Fletcher Moulton LJ’s errand boy was
properly described as a fiduciary in the particular transaction: he had to
account to his beneficiary (Fletcher Moulton) fbr the funds entrusted to him°
In specific circumstances such as these or where an employee or consultant
has been appointed an agent~ the fiduciary duty will be obvious. In the latter
situation, the normal agency pales apply:

Unless otherwise agreed, an agent is subject to a duty to the principal not to use
or to communicate information corNdentially given 55m by the prLqcipal or
acquired by him during t~he course of or on account of his agency or in
violation of his duties as agent, in competition witch or to the inju~.’ of the
principal, on his own account or on behalf of another although such
information does not relate to the transaction in which he is then employed,
unless the i~-~formation is a matter of general knowledge. 29

The passage, indicates that t~he parties can ’otherwise agree’. The fiduciary
relationship described is one which is dependent on the contractual
relationship created between principal and agent. To some extent, this must
also be true for the employment contract. The extent to which the contract
grants an emptoyee independence (Finn’s final and decisive characteristic~ )
in t~he carrying out of his/Ner tasks may well regulate the degree to which
obligations of a fiduciary nature are applicableo

This paper is not directed to an examination of specific fiduciary
o2~tigations in agency situations per seo The primary concern is to examine
those members of corporate management who can be described as
fiduciaries, so that their activities are generally subject to t~he strict equitable
obligation. Once a relationship is established as being fiducim~y in nature, t~he
commensurate obligations are of more significance than a mere employer /

26 See for example in Hospita~ Products lAd v United Scares Su~gical Corporation Gibbs C~
at 68, Mason J at 96, Dawson at 141. In Ne~÷ Zea~amt Nether~’Ms Socie~ ’Oranje’
]ncorporated v Ku:ys [1973] 1 WI2~ 1126 Lord Wilberforce noted t~hat t~he precise scene
of the obligation not to profit from a position of Lnast must be moulded according to the
nature of the relationship.

27 Above at 72. He referred to McKenzie ~ Mc Do~’~afd [1927] VLR 134 at 144 in tbSs
context.

28 See, for example, the application of the agency rule in Pacb~ica Shipping Co Ltd "~
Anderson (1985) 2 NZCLC 99.306 where Davidson CJ of the New Zeala~nd High Court
used it to establish that a consNtant (Jobm~0n) employed two days a week by Pacifica
had used information gai~ned by him whitst in the service of Pacifica for his own
purposes in usurping an opportuvSty otherwise available to Pacgicao

29 The American Restatement of the Law of Agency (2rid Ed) sec 395, cited witch approval
by Gowans J in Ansell Rubber Co P~y lad "v Allied Rubber ]edustries PCy lad [19671 VR
37 at 42 and by Davidson CJ i~’~ Pac~ca Shipping Co lad v Anderson (1985) 2 NZCLC
99.306 at 99,320.

30    Firm P Fiduciary Obligations, Law Book Co, i977 at 13
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employee relationship under contract law, not onty because the duties and
obligations operate at a higher level, but also because equity may grant relief
where none would have been available for breach of contract.~ The
difficulty that exists in this area of law is not in accepting the fact t~hat in
modern corporations fiducimv obligations do not cease at the board level.
Rather, the issue is one of determining when an employee’s obligations are
merety contractual and when they assume a fiduciary character.

A vatuabte demonstration of the fiduciary obligations of senior officers of a
company is t~he Supreme Court of Canada’s decision in Canadian Aero
Service Lid v O’Matley?~ The judgment of the Court (Martland, Judson,
Ritchie, Spence and Laskin J J) was delivered by Laskin J. The two main
defendants were O’Malley and Zarzycki who had acted as president (and
chief executive) and vice president of Canadian Aero Service Ltd (Canaero)
respectively. Zarzycki was also a director of Canaero from March 1965 to
August 1966. O’Malley had been appointed a director in 1950, but according
to the court, nothing turned on their status as directors:

Like Grant J, the trial judge, I do not t~Snk it matters whether O’Malley
Za~ycki were proper!y appointed as directors of Canaero or whether they did
or did not act as directors. What is not in doubt is that they acted respectively
as president and executive vice-txesident of Canaero for about two years prior
to their resignations. To paraphrase the findings of the trial Judge in this
respect, they acted in those positions and their remuneration and
responsibilities verified their status as senior officers of Canaeroo They were
’top management’ and not mere employees whose duty to their employer, unless
enlarged by contract, consisted only of respect for trade secrets and for
confidentiality of customer lists. Theirs was a larger, more exacting duty
which, uNess modified by statute or by contract (and there is nothing of this
sort here), was similar to that owed to a corporate employer by its directors.
adopt what is said on this point by Gower, Principles of Modern Company
Law, 3rd ed (1969), atp 518 as follows:

..o these duties, except kq so far as they depend on statutory provisions expressly
limited to directors, are not so restricted but appty equally to any officials of the
company who are authorised to act on its behalf, mad in particular to those
acting in a managerial capacity. ~3

O’Matley and Zarzycki had been extensively involved and in charge of
Canaero’s negotiations relating to a proposed contract to carry out
topographical mapping in Guyanao They had pursued this contract up to July
25, 1966, On August 16, 1966 they, along with a solicitor, Wells,
incorporated a company Terra Storeys Limited (Terra). This company and
Wells, who had been an inactive director of Canaero, were also named as
defendants, Terra tendered for the Guyana contract shortly after the
resignations of O’Malley and Zarzycki from Canaero. The contract was
awarded to Terra in November 1966. The court found that the proposal by
Terra was the same business opportunity that Canaero had sought and held

31 This is demonstrated by Green v Bestobell (1982) 1 ACLC 1 considered belowo
32 (t974) 40 DIAR Od) 371,
33 Above at 381.
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that there were ’no obstructing considerations to the conclusion that O2vlalley
and Zarzycki, continued after their resignations, to be under a fiduciary duty
to respect Canaero’s priority, as against them and their insWament Terra, in
seeking to capture the contract for the Guyana project.TM

It is important to understand the basis of this judgment of the Supreme
Court of Canada. Laskin J, having quoted from Gower, above, stressed the
distinction between agents and servants:

Although they were subject to supervision of the officers of the controlling
company, their positions as senior officers of a subsidiary, which was a
working orgarfisation, charged them with initiatives and with responsibilities
far removed from the obedient role of servants.

It follows that O’Malley and Zarzycki stood in a fiduciary relationship to
Canaero, which in its generality betokens loyalty, good faith and avoidance of a
conflict of duty and self-interesto Descending from the generality, the fiduciary
relationship goes at 1east tbSs far: a director or a senior officer like O’Maltey or
Zarzycki is precluded from obtahning for himself, either secretly or without the
approval of the company (which woutd have to be properly manifested upon
full disclosure of the facts), any property or business advantage either
belonging to the company or for which it has been negotiating; and especially
is this so where Lbe director or officer is a participant in the negotiations on
behalf of the company. ~

The West Australian Supreme Court decision in Green v Bestobell
Industries Pry Ltd followed Canadian Aero Services Ltd v O’Malley. Green
was the manager of the Victorian branch of the insulation division of
Bestobello That company operated in the building industry in most states of
Australia. There were four divisions: Insulation, Engineering,
Merchandising, and Manufacturing. Wickham J concluded that the
’divisions and their branches in the various states, and within a state, were
separate as between themselves. In the area of management each had a
degree of autonomy’?~ Kennedy J noted that as Victorian g~anager, Green’s
duties and responsibilities were ’the complete control of all human financial
and contractua! resources within the branch’, he was invotved in the total
operations of the branch, including the seeking out of contracts, estimating,
tendering, the supervision of contracts and sates follow-up, and he was
obviously concerned with profitability?’

Green, while still an employee of Bestobell, successfully tendered in
competition with Bestobell for a job in Western Australiao This was done
through the medium of his company Clara Pty Ltd. Bestobell was also
beaten by another company for this tender. Any action against Green for
damages for breach of his contract of employment was questionable because
as Wickham put it ’the breach did not necessarily cause damage to his
employer’?~ The action was therefore brought on the basis that Green owed
34 Above at 391.
35 Above 381-382.
36 Above at 5.
37 Above at t0
38 Above at 7
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much higher duties. The point is made most obviously by Kennedy J:

To parapt’~rase the words of Laskin J .... in Canadian Aero Service Limited v
O’Malley (1974) SCR 592 at pp 605-606, the first appellant’s responsibilities
verified his status as a senior officer. He was ’top management’ and not a mere
employee, whose duty to his employer, unless enlarged by contract, consists
only of respect for trade secrets and the confidentiality of customer lists. His
was a larger more exac~.g duty which was sirv51ar to that owed to a corporate
employer by its directors. 39

All three judges held that Green was a fiduciary and was therefore bound to
account for profits made in a situation where he had placed himself in a
position where his duties and his own interests conflicted, or where there was
a real and possible likelihood of conflict. He was also unabte to hide behind
his company, Clara, because it had knowingly and for its own benefit
participated in Green’s breach of fiduciary duty.

These two decisions are of obvious importance to senior executives of
corporations arid suggest that they do owe fiduciary obligations to their
corporate employero The fundamental matter stressed in Canaero is that
although the fiduciaries were theoretically subject to supervision, their
positions as senior officers of a subsidiary gave them high levets of initiative
and responsibility, not commensurate with the obedient rote of a servant. In
Green v Bestobelt Green had complete control of all human financial and
contractaal resources wit~hin the branch.

Wetling,~ after an examination of Finn’s t~hree determining characteristics
of a fiduciary,’1 concluded that Canadia~q corporation managers meet these
tests. Finn’s ’final and decisive characteristic’ is the degree of independence
exercised by the person, so that the person is ’not controlled by, the person
for whose benefit he acts"2o Welling further suggests that the development of
fiduciary duties amongst officers is untikely to ’be impeded by the label
’senior’ but will proceed by fixing the duty where it belongs,.on those
individual corporate officers who, as a matter of fact, exercise genuine power
over tong or short range corporate destiny o’’~

Austin atso concentrates on independence. He suggests that the senior full
time non director executive has a position of discretion and responsibility
similar to executive directors and notes that they are subject to the same
fiduciary dutieso~ He also raises the difficulty ofdefinition:

39 Above at 12
40 Welling B Corporate Law in Canada: Th~ Governing Principles, Butterworths, (1984),

at 375.
41 Finn P Fiduciary Obligations, Law Book Co, (1977) pp 9-14. According to Finn the

position must be one where the fiduciary has bound himself in some way to protect and
or advance the interests of another, the fiduciary’s power is more easily identifiable ff it
comes from an outside source rather than by agreement, and the final characteristic is the
degree of iv~dependence exercised by the person.

42 Above at 13.
43 Above at 376.
44 RP Austin ’Fiduciary Accotmtability for Business OpportuvAties’ in PD Firm (Editor)

Equi~j and Commercial Relationships Law Book Company 1987 p141 at 17t.
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It will of course be necessary for courts to draw a line between the senior
executive who is subject to the full rigour of fiduciary responsibility, and the
ordina_r5’ employee whose fiduciary duties are much narrower and who on most
matters is not a fiduciary at a11. The question should be whether on the
particular facts the employee b~olds a tx~sition of decision making discretion and
responsibility concerning matters of management of the company and its
affairs.4~

There may be circumstances where an employee who appears to be
relatively junior (at least from his or her given title) may also be found to
have breached a fiduciary duty° In Timber Engineering Co Pry Ltd v
Anderson 4~ Mr Justice Keamey of the New South Wales Supreme Court had
no difficulty in finding that the New South Wales manager of a company and
a sales representative owed fiduciary duties to their employero He did not
elaborate on his reasons for this apart from saying that ’during their
employment they have clearly been in a position imposing on them fiducia~¯
duties towards TECO’47 (their employer)o One can surmise that one reason
why this was so clear to the court was chat the New South Wales subsidia~y
only had four employees o Apart from the two who were the subject of the
action, the other employees were a part-time bookkeeper and a secreta~’~, /
receptionist. The directors of khe compa~ay were not in New South Waleso
Arguably, these matters put the two defendants in a senior position in the
company and one in which there apw.~ars to have been little supergision of
their activities. In any event it appears from the judgment t~hat the question
whether fiduciary duties did or did not exist was not in issue between the
parties°

The case demonstrates that title alone is of little value if the position is one
affording sufficient independence or if what has been done indicates that the
employee has assumed powers well beyond the title itself or control of
property outside his or her given authority�~ This is particularly so in
retation to the sales representative, it being reasonably obvious that the other
defendant, described as the ’New Sout~h Wales manager’ would normally
occupy a position where one would assume fiducim~)’ obligations exist.

As indicated above corporate structures wil! vary and the determination of
the existence of fiduciary obligations will depend on the particular facts of
the case. One influencing factor will be the nature of the management
structure in the company° In decentralised organisations, extensive fiduciary
obligations are more likely to be fom’~d across wider levels of management°
In these organisations, decision making power over a range of important

45
46
47
48

1bid at 172.
[1980] 2 NSWLR 488°
Ibid at 493.
A similar point was made in the conte×t of ~.non director assuming the tasks ~f a
in Consul Developmen¢ PCy L~d v DPC Es~aces Pcy LM [t974-1975] 132 CLR 373 at 394
by Gibbs CJ: ~1t is wet1 settled that a director stand~ in a fiduciary position in rel~ion to
his company and in my judgement a person who though irregularly appoir~ted assumes
the l:~sition of director and on behalf of the company performs the tasks of finding,
investigating and reporting u~ properties suitable for p~rchase by the company owes a
fiduciary duty to the company with which his private interests cannot be ~owed to
COIttqiCt’o
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issues may be held by employees who are not senior in retation to the
company as a whole, yet the scope for conflict between self interest and the
interest of the company is extensive. In more rigidly controlled
organisations only quite senior employees will have independence in
decision making. Most employees will face little in the way of obligations
which could be described as fiduciary, apart from the obligation to account
for property under their immediate control

Statutory Definitions of ’Officer’ and ’Executive Officer’
Section 9 of the Corporations La’~ provides:
’officer’, in relation ~o a body corporate, includes:
(a) a director, secretary, executive officer or employee of the body; ..... ’
This is a broader definition than that contained in earlier English legislation:
Employees of a body corporate are now ’officers’ under the Corporations
Law° The definition expressly excludes receivers who are not also
managers, a court appointed receiver and manager, and a liquidator
appointed by a court.

Section 232 (t) contains a definition of ’officer’ for the purposes of that
section which inctudes the term ’executive officer’:

Section 232(1): ’In this section, ’officer’, in relation to a corporation, means -
(a) a director, secretary or executive officer of the corporation; ..... ’

This definition does not catch employees. Nevertheless, they are expressly
caught under sub-s 232(5) and (6), but not under the honesty and reasonable
degree of care and diligence provisions in s 232(2) and (4).

’Executive officer’ is defined in s 9:

’executive officer’, in relation to a body corporate, means a person, by whatever
name catled and whether or not a director of the body, who is concerned, or
takes part, in the body’s management o. "

The language used is similar (but not identical) to that in s 188(1) of the
Companies Act 1948 (UK). The relevant parts of s 188 state:

Where (a) a person is convicted on indictment of any offence in copmection
with the promotion, formation or management of a company’; or (b) in the
course of a winding up it appears that a person (i) has been guilty of any
offence .... under s 332 ’which is concerned with be fraudulent trading of a
company, ’or (ii) has otherwise been guitty, wNle an officer of tSe company,
of any fraud in relation to tb~e company or of any breach of his duty m the
company; the court may make an order that that person shall no~, without the
leave of the court, be a director of or in any way, ~hegher direc@ or indirectly,
be concerned or ~ake part in the manageme~’a qf a company for such period not
exceeding five years as may be specified in the order.

In the English decision, R v Cambelg, ~ Cambell was made subject to an

49 [t984] BCLC 83.
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order under s188 of the Companies Act 1948 that he should not without leave
of the court in any way take part in or be concerned in the management of a
company for five years. The conviction against which Cambell appealed
arose out of the affairs of Colgo, p Casto~ and Pressings Co Ltd. The Crown
argued that Cambell had taken part in the management of that company, had
acted as adviser and had helped it out of financial difficulties. The appe~ant
claimed that he was an independent management consultant, not a director or
officer of the company and could not commit any offence under s 188 since
he did not control the decision making process.

The court held that he had contravened the s 188 order. The judgment of
the Court of Appeal was delivered by Beldam J o After having examined the
activities of Cambell the court stated:

For those reasons we consider that this appeal fails, but before departing from
the appeal we should add this. We have said that if anytt’2mg the construction
placed by the learned judge on s 188 was too favourable and too narrow. We
said that for this reason. Ln the course of a submission that there was no case to
answer the learned judge, who had apparently been referred to statutes from the
Corm~nonwealth in which the p~ase ’concerned in or take part in’ had been
used, concluded that in the context of s 188 the words ’be concerned in’ means
exactly the same as ’take part in’o He went on: ’ooo This is an example of the
style of legal drafting where synonymous phases are put together simply for the
sake of clarity and emphasis or hoping to achieve clarity and additiona!
emphasis ’o

It is the opinion of tNs court that i~. so deciding the learned judge was placing
too restrictive a view on the words of s !88. Not only would it be difficult to
take that view by reference to s 187 and to the provk.~ of s 187, but if one looks
at s t88 the wording is so widely cast that it is the opinion of this court that it is
intended to insulate persons, agah-~st whom an order of disqualification has
been made, from taking part in the management of company affairs generagyo
It is cast in the widest of terms ’.oo in any way, whether directly or indirectly, be
concerned or take part in the managemem oo0’ It would be difficult to imagine a
more comprehensive pbxaseology designed to make it impossible for persons to
be part of the management and central direction of company affairs° ~

The section under discussion in R v Cambe~g differs in tha it uses the
phrase ’in any way directly or indirectly’ and on this basis one may be able to
argue that the wide approach adopted by the court should not be adop~d in
the interpretation of ’executive officer’ in the Corporadons Law. However, it
is not readily apparent that the court in R v Cam+ell actually relied on
’indirect’ participation by the management consultant in reaching its
conclusiono The decision therefore stands in contrast to the earlier decisions
on the meaning of the term ’manager’ and raises the spectre of a far broader
definition, and one which is capable of catching wider levels of management
and ’outside’ advisers. Such advisers do not appear to be exempted under s 9
of the Corporations Law from the definition of ’executive officer’ though

50 Above a 88.
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they are excluded by s 60(2) from the defiv, ition of ’director’?’

There have been two recent Australian decisions which have considered the
meaning of the words ’taking part in the management of a corporation’ in the
context of s 227 and 562A of the Companies Code (ss 229 and ~ of the
Corporations Law respectively). Subject to three possible qualifications,
these cases will be quite persuasive in the interpretation of ’executive officer’.
The first is that courts are likely to be influenced by the word ’executive’
itself, which may tempt them to draw the li~qe at a very senior level, above
that &-awn in the cases which follow. The second caution is that the sections
under consideration are seen as more protective of investors rather than
penal. Finally, in a crSminal prosecution of an executive officer for failing to
met the standard of honesty in s 232(2), very strict tests are likely to be
applied to show beyond reasongble doubt that the person is an executive
officer. In this context it should be stressed that ss 229 and 600 do not use
identical wording to the definition under consideration. The words are
potentially wider in scope. Section 91A defines what constitutes ’managing
a corporation’ for the purposes of ss 229,230, 599, and 600. For example, s
91A(2) pro’rides: ’A person manages a local corporation if the person, in this
j~isdiction or elsewhere, is a director or promoter of, or is in any way
(whether directly or indirectly) concerned in or takes part in the management
of the corporation’.

Section 229(1) provides: ’An insolvent under administration must not,
without t~he leave of the Court manage a corporation.’ Section 229(3A)
applies the s 91A definition of the expression ’manage’ cited above.

Section 600 gives the Commission power to make certain orders
prohibiting persons who have been the subject of a liquidator’s report under
s 533 from managing a corporation wit~hout the leave of the Court. Section
600(6) applies the s 91A definition of the expression ’manage’.

in CCA v Bracht ~ Mr Justice Ormiston of the Victorian Supreme Court
noted that the prohibition in s 227 of the Companies Code (s 229 of the
Corporations Law) was directed towards ’the exercise of managerial control,
not confined to the !eve1 of the board of directors but extending to all who
perform management functions.’~ Management ’comprehends activities
which involve policy and decision making, rented to tbe business affairs of a
corporation, reflecting tihe corporation as a whole or a substantial part of t~hat
corporation, to the extent that the consequences of the formation of those
policies or the making of those decisions may have some significm’~t bearing
on the financial standing of the corporation or the conduct of iks affairs.’~

Ormiston J discussed the degree of participation in management prol~bited
in s 227 and held that the expression ’whether directly or indirectly’ (which
does not appear in the definition of ’executive officer’) only qualifies the

51 Note the po~sibigty discussed later that to be &n ’executive officer’ one must also be
’officer’. It is ~ubmitted that ~ is n~ the case.

52 (1989) 7 ACLC 40.
53 Above at 47.
54 Alx~ve at 48.
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words ’be concerned in’ and cannot qualify or expand the meaning of the
expression ’take par~ in’. He thought that the former expression had a wider
application: ’ ’being concerned in’ connotes participation at a variev of levels
and at differing intensities’ and fotlowed the decision in R v Newth~
(considered be!ow) in describing the section as ’protective’, and one which
prohibits a person from raking any hand in the real business affairs of a
company° To him the prohibition in the section was seen:

as covering a wide range of activities relat2ng to fine management of a corporation
each requiring an invo!vement of some kind in the decision making processes of
that corporation° That involvement must be more than passL’~g, and certainly not
of a kind w&ere merely clerical or adrninistrative acks are performed. It requires
activities involving some responsibiliV , but not necessarily of an ultimate ki,~d
wherdby control is exercised. Advice given to management, participation kn its
decision making processes, and execution of its decisions going beyond the mere
carrying out of directions ar~ an employee, would suffice. ~

A matter which troubled Mr Justice Ormiston was the degree to which
participation in central management and central control was necessary before
one could be said to be raking part ir~ management. After reviewing the
English authorities he stated:

There must be an element of decision making, which affects the corporate
enterprise as a whole, but those responsible need not form part of t~he board, nor
even need they be executives directly com~,nunicating wi~,h the Board.

He went on m say that in smalt companies the conduct of those direcdy
responsible to the directors ’may amount to ’management" because he
viewed these people as likely m have as significant effect on the business
and financial performance of the company, a critical part of his interpretation
of a section which was pro~ective of creditors and shareholderso He was thus
able to conclude that those invotved in ’1argo, discrete par~s of a corporation’s
business, who although not participating in the central administration of that
corporation, nevertheless are involved in its management to the extent that
their policies and decisions have a significant bearing on iks business and
overall financiaJ health.’ ~

The second decision is t~he New South Wales Supreme Court decision in
Cullen :~, CorporateAffairs Commdssion ~o This was an appeal against a
decision made under s 562A of the Companies Code (s 600 of the
Corporations Law) that Cullen should not be involved in the management of
corporations for a period of five years° Having reviewed a number of cases
including CCA ~ Bracht , Mr Justice Young concluded:

From a11 this one can say that one looks to see somebody making decisions as
~o the direction of the corporation ~h6ugh one does not necessarily look for
someone who is making decisio~ a~ the highest level, nor is it necessarily so

55 [1974] 2 NZLR 760.
56 Above a~ 49.
57 Above at 48.
58 (1989) 7 ACLC t21.
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that the manager’s decisions will not be subject to obtaining the approval of
some higher officer . However, even t!noough a person may be described as a
manager if that person is merely carrying out the policy of the corporation in
charge of a branch or division of the business and not making decisions as to its
direction then probably that person is not taking a management role in the
corporation. 59

In an earlier New Zealand decision, R v Newth ,~o Quillian J in
considering the meaning of the words ’directly or indirectly takes part in or is
concerned in the management of, any company’ in s 188(1) of the Companies
Act 1955 (NZ) adopted a test based on the ’real business affairs of the
company’

1 1nave no doubt that the object of the statutory provision is not the punishment
of the bankrupt but the protection of the commercial community and I think it
is this principle which points clearly the way in which the section is to be
interpreted. It is not, of course, an offence for an undischarged bankrupt to be
employed by a company in a minor capacity, for instance, as typist or clerk or
on routine duties, but I thir~k the section prohibits such a person from taking
any hand in the rea! business affairs of the company and the expression
’concerned in the management’ is, in my view, to be regarded in that way, tl~at
is, tt~e inquiry should be whether, upon the evidence, the accused took a hand in
the real business affairs of the company. ~

The term ’executive officer’ is of recent origin. Earlier legislation used the
term ’manager’, a term which received a narrow interpretation in the courts.
In Registrar of Restrictive Trading Agreements v WH Smith and Son Ltd ~2
the Registrar of Restrictive Trading (UK) had applied for an order to
examine on oath branch managers of certain companies. The Restrictive
Trade Practices Act t956 (UK) allowed the examination of ’any director,
manager, secretary, or other officer of gnat body corporate’: (s 15(3)). This
section was based on s 270 of the Companies Act 1948 (UK). The
interpretation of these words was considered by Lord Denning to be very
important because of their repeated use in a number of Acks¢~ The Registrar
argued that the word ’manager’ should be widely interpreted: ’It is wide
enough, he says, to cover, not only the general manager of a company, but
also a divisional manager, a branch manager, a local manager, and it may be,
he suggests, a shop manager’.~ Lord Denning interpreted these words in the
context, as he saw it, of an ’abhorrence’ in English Law of inquisitorial
power. He relied on two earlier company law decisions in coming to a
narrow interpretation of the term:

In Gibson v Barton (1875) LR 10 QB 329 at p 336 Blackburn J said: ’We have
to say who is to be considered a manager. A manager would be, in ordinary
talk, a person who has the management of the whole affairs of a company; not
an agent who is to do a particular thing, or a servant who is to obey orders, but

59 Above at 126.
60 [1974] 2 NZLR
61 Above at 761.
62 [1%9] 3 Alt ER 1065.
63 Above at 1069.
64 Above at 1069.
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a person who is ’entrusted with power to transact the whole of the affairs of the
company’.

That passage was no doubt in the mind of Jet&ins, LJ, in Re B Johnson and Co
(Builders), Ltd [1955] 2 All ER 775 at p 790 where he said:’.., the phrase
’manager of the company’, prima facie, according to the ordinary mearfing of
the words, cormotes a person holding, whether de jure or de facto, a position in
or with the company of a nature charging him with the duty of managing the
affairs of the company for the company’s benefit

That is the meaning of the word ’manager’ in the Companies Acts and we
should apply it here also. The word ’manager’ means a person who is rnanaging
the affairs of the company as a wholeo The word °officer’ has a similar
connotation. ’Officer’ may include, of course, a person who is not a manager.
It includes a secretary. It would also include an auditor, and some others. But
the opJy relevant ’officer’ here is an officer who is a ’manager’. In this context it
means a person who is managing in a governing role the affairs of the company
itself.

Applying this interpretation the local managers, Mr Walker mad Mr Vaughan,
do not manage t~he affairs of the company. They are only local.

Fenton Atkinson LJ and Megan LJ agreed with Lord Denning.

In Grain Sorghum Marketing Board v Supastock Pry Ltd [1964] 58 QJPR
95 the evidence of the general manager that he was the directing mind and
will of the company and had the sole contro! of the company, subject to the
board of directors was accepted. Hence his instructions (which had been
disregarded) to the branch manager at Warwick not to buy sorghum in
Queensland except from the Grain Sorghum Marketing Board were enough
to protect the company from criminal prosecution.

The analyses in Registrar of Restrictive Trading Agreements v WH Smith
and Son Ltd and Grain Sorghum Marketing Board v Supastock Pry Ltd
demonstrate judicial reluctance to bring criminal liability too far down the
line. This is achieved by stressing that a manager means a person who is
managing the affairs of the company as a whole. Obviously in modern
corporate structures very few people could ever meet this test. Taken
literally it would mean that heads of divisions could not be managers
because whilst they managed a separate part of the company they could
never be responsible for its whole operation. These cases can be contrasted
to the cases which follow, including the judgment of Margo J in t~he South
African decision L Suzman (Rand) Lid v Yamoyani :~

65
29O

However, I have difficulty in accepting that the concept of a manager in s 184
(1) is limited to one who is or has been managing the affairs of the company as
a whole: There is nothing in the section to that effect, and such an
interpretation would impose an unwarranted restriction on an kmportant part of
these provisions. There is no reason why, if a company may have severn
promoters, directors, liquidators, or officers within the meaning of s 184 (1), it
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may not also have several managers; and there is no reason why there should
not be a division among such managers of the managerial control and
administration of the company’s affairs and property. That is a common
situation in the management of large companies in this court, and it is a
development which pre-dated the enactment of our Companies Act in 1926. As
simple examples of such division of management one might refer to the
manager of a company’s administrative activities at its head office in
Joharmesburg, and the manager of its mines severn hundred kilometres away;
or to the production manager of a company, controlling all its factors, and its
sales manager, in control of all distribution and receipts. Ln my view, all such
managers would fall within the intended scope of s 18¢~ (1).

Whether or not a person is or was a manager, in the sense of exercising the
requisite degree of managerial control and administration of the company’s
affairs or property, in whole or in part, is a matter which must depend on the
facts of each caseo~

Wells J in the Ontario High Court adopted a similar approach in Re
Canadian General Electric Co Ltd :~

I should perhaps first say that it is submitted by counsel for the Union that the
words ’to exercise managerial functions’ should be interpreted as meaning to be
able to formulate, effectuate, decide and implement management policies, since
’manageria!’ in this, as in all other contexts, means pertaining to or
characteristic of a manager. With respect, it would appear to me that this
definition lays too much emphasis on authority and is too narrow.

In my view exercising managerial functions must include plarwfing and laying
out methods of work. It may be that to do this it is necessary to gather
information but I would question whether the mere gathering of information
apart from any planning or orga~nising of work indicates the exercise of a
managerial function, certainly not unless it is so intertwined with plamning and
laying out of methods of manufacture that it camaot be disentangled from the
exercise of the other functions. While all management implies some authority,
there must be different degrees of authority, and even although proposals and
plans as to how work be done may have to be approved by those higher in the
organisation of a company’s management, it would seem to me that the right to
lay out plans and to formulate them is essentially part of the work of
management, and an exercise of its functions even if done at the lowest 1eve1.
Under those circumstances they are perhaps on the outer fringe of the exercise
of managerial functions, but I think they can still be fairly included within that
description. ~

In the Canadian decision of Shou gin Mar v Royal Bank ~ O’Halloran JA
commented:

The term ’Manager’ in itself implies certain control and authority. That he had

66 Above at 114-115 per Margo J.
67 (1956) 4 DLR (2d) 243.
68 Above at 25!-252.
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no subordinates does not imply he had not certain control and authority in
respect to Chinese business. That he was subordinate to the branch manager
and the accotmtam is not inconsistent with the possession of certain control and
authority in respect to Chinese business. 70

It is possible that the courts may read down the definition of ’executive
officer’ in a manner approximating Registrar of Restrictive Trading
Agreements v WH Smith aM Son Ltd, but this is likely to miss the obvious
statutory intent. It seems that parliament has seen fit to extend liability to
those who manage a part or the whole of a company’s operations.

White Canaero and Green v Bestobell Industries Pc"./Ltd were not decisions
on the interpretation of ’executive officer’ they offer a guide as to at least one
level in a company’s hierarchy that would meet the test. It may also be the
case that the search for those below directorate level who generally owe
criminal and civil obligations as executive officers will closely approximate
those who owe fiduciary obligations because of their position as senior
officers of the company. The duties owed by high ranking employees can be
placed at a much higher !evel than those owed simply at contract law.
Green was the maqager of the Victorian branch of the insulation division of
Bestobett a company with four divisions: Insulation, Engineering,
Merchandising, and Manufacturing. Green’s duties and responsibilities
inctuded the ’complete control of atl human financial and contractual
resources within the branch’, he was ’involved in the total operations of the
branch, including the seeking out of contracts, estimating, tendering, the
supervision of contracts and sates follow-up’, and he was obviously
concerned with profimbitityo71 There is littte doubt that Green would have
met the tests in Cullen v Corporate Affairs Commission and CCA v Bracht,
though he would have failed the test in Registrar of Restrictive Trading
AgreemenLs v WI! Smith and Son Ltdo

Another case which provides some insight into the approach courts may
take in the interpretation of the term ’executive officer’ is the recent decision
of the New South Wates Coua~t of Criminal Appeal in R v $co~t2~ The Court
had to determine the meaning of the term ’officer’ in s 173 of the Crimes Ad
t900 (NSW) which is not defined in that legislation. The trial judge had
directed the jury that it was sufficient to constitute a person an ’officer’ under
that section if the person was an employee of the company. This view, which
was influenced by an examination of the definition of ’officer’ in s 5 of the
Companies Code (NSW), was rejected by the Court of Criminat Appealo
(Gteeson C J, Hunt and Allen JJ)o The principal judgment was that of
Gteeson CJ who made these commenis as to the appropriate direction which
should have been made to the jury:

.... the ~oncept of an officer of a public company calts for explanation. In the
present case the jury" should have bee}~ instructed that, although the issue was
ultimately one of fact for them to determine, they should approach it as fottows.
To establish that the appellar~t was an officer the Crown would need to show

70 Above at 333.
71 Above at !0
72 (1990) 8 ACLC 752 at 757.
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to show that the appellant held an office by virtue of which he participated in
the management or administration of the affairs of the company. In this context
the word ’office’ refers to a specific position which usuatly (although not
necessarily) carries a title and which has identifiable functions and
responsibilities. The position must be part of the managerial or administrative
structure of the company, and the person who occupies it must be one who
takes part in the management or administration of the company. That part need
not necessarily be powerful or dominant, but it would need to go beyond
performing duties of a kind that might be performed by a clerk or a messenger
or a stenographer or a person of similar ramk. The fact that a person is called an
’executive’ does not necessarily mean that the person is in truth an officer, any
more than the fact that a person is not so described means that the person is not
an officer. Nevertheless, in distinguishing between employees who are officers
and those who are not, the distinction between employees who are regarded by
a company as executives and those who are not will in many cases give useful
practical guidance in applying the test stated above. 73

The Court rejected the appellant’s submission that the only people who are
officers of a public company are those who occupy positions which are
established by the company’s articles of association.

Subject to the caveat that one needs to avoid applying a test developed under
the Crimes Act to the Corporations Law which contains its own definitionTM

the above analysis by the Court may prove useful to our understanding of the
definition of ’executive officer’. Any distinction based on whet.her employees
are operating at a purely clerical or stenographical level is insufficient when
one is discussing executive officers. But the court in R v Scott drew the line
well above such a position. On the facts the Court noted there was a good deal
of material upon which a jury could have found that the defendant was an
officer. This included the fact that he was a senior executive of the company,
its ’National Community Service Executive’, a management grade officer who
possessed an expense account and significant discretionary authority in
relation to the expenditure of funds. It is not a great step to conclude that such
matters will also be of importance in determining whether a person is an
executive officer in the context of the Corporations Law. Gleeson CJ stressed
the importance of the person holding an office but one which required
participation in the management or administration of the company.

There are similarities to the definition of executive officer, but there are
also some differences. The Corporations Law makes no mention of the
person being required to hold an office though this could be implied in the
same way it was in the development of the common law definition of
’officer’ in R v Scott. This is important for those outsiders who by rendering
extensive advice to the corporation might be said to be actually participating
in management. The opposing (and it is submitted, more preferable view) is
that the definition of ’executive officer’ should have included the term
’officer’ rather than ’person’ in s 9 if this was the statutory intent. The fact that
this was not done suggests t~hat the intent was not to be read down by the
meaning of ’officer’.

73 Above at 758.
74 ~’~e reverse error was the very matter criticised by the judge in R v ScotL
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The other possible difference is that in R v Scott the Court described
management or administration, whereas the definition in the Corporations
Law only refers to management. It is possible that a distinction can be drawn
between these two terms, the former implying more in terms of authority and
control, the latter carrying an implication that an administrator simply
implements the decisions of others.75 However, this difference was not one
emphasised by the court, and there was evidence to suggest the defendant
was more than an administrator even on this strict analysis. What is clear is
that a person who had no authority or control would be unlikely to meet the
test in the Corporations La~v, whether he or she be described as manager or
administrator.

.The critical factor which the Court left undefined is the degree of
participation in management required. In the context of ’officer’ in the
Crimes Act the Court indicated that the taking part in management did not
have to be powerful or dominant. In applying this test, the company’s own
classification of whether an employee was an ’executive’ or not would in
many cases give ’usefut practical guidance’ whilst not being necessarily
determinative of the matter.

The Importance of the Definitions
Many of the obligations under t~he Act are placed generally on ’officers’, a
very broadly defined term in s 9. Where this is the case, the distinction
between ’officers’ and ’executive officers’ is not so important. There are, in
addition, other sections which catch directors and/or executive officers but
not officers. As indicated above, s 232(1) contains a narrower definition of
the term ’officer’ which, unlike s 9, excludes employees from the definition.
One effect of this is that executive officers are subject to s 232(2) and (4)
and the consequential civi! and criminal remedies. It thus becomes quite
critical to distinguish executive officers from those employees who are not of
that class for the purposes of these sub-sections.

As highlighted, there are a number of sections in the Corporations Law
which use words which are close to the definition of ’executive officer’.
Sections 229 and 600 have been discussed above, and will not be further
elaborated on here. Section 592(1) of the Corporations La~v should also be
mentioned in this context. This section catches ’any person who was a
director of the company, or took part in the management of the company’.
When read in conjunction with s 592(3) there is the possibility gnat directors
and those who ’took part in the management of the company’ face criminal
and personal liability. This may be the case when their company has
incurred a debt when there were reasonable grounds to expect that the
company would not be able to pay its debts as and when they became due. In
addition, s 593(1) provides for a statutory form of lifting of the corporate
veil at the court’s discretion following a conviction under s 592(1).

The defences provided in s 592(2) offer some protection to those who ’took

73 There are some sections of the Corprations Law where ’management’ and ’administration’
74 are used in the one section, implying that the words are intended to have different
75 meanings. For example, s 533(3) refers to ’a person who has taken part in the formation,

promotion, administration, management or winding up of the company....’
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part in the management of the company’ under these sections. The first
defence is for the defendant to prove that the debt was incurred without his
or her authority or consent. This defence would be of particular use to
outsiders who by rendering advice to the company may arguably be said to
have taken part in the management of the company. Hence a public
accountant who played a very large part in the running of his or her client
company might be able to avoid the operation of this section by pointing to
the fact that though significant advice was rendered to the client, the
accountant did not have the legal power to implement the advice on behalf of
the client, that is he or she lacked express or implied authority to bind the
client. The accountant would argue that debts of the company would always
be incurred without his or her authority or consent. However, it must be
remembered that poor advice as to the liquidity of a company which resulted
ultimately in the demise of that company or personal liability in its
management may make the accountant liable at common law for negligence.

The defence described above will be more useful to outsiders than insiders.
The accountant employed by a company will often be in the best position of
all to render advice to the company as to its ability to pay its debts. Such a
person may in certain circumstances, be said to be one who takes part in the
management of a company. If, for example, he or she has extensive
delegated power, including the power to enter into contracts, or if
management simply follows every instruction, he or she may be a person to
whom this section applies. Such an accountant is especially vulnerable when
he or she uses such contracting power because he or she will not have the
benefit of a s 592(2)(a) defence (by definition) and would have the most
difficulty of anybody in the company in making out the s 592(2)(b) defence
of having reasonable cause to expect that the company would be able to pay
its debts. Sections 592 and 593 apply as provided in s 589. Nevertheless
this section offers tittle comfort because it describes a wide range of
insolvent situations, including winding up, receivership, ceasing to carry on
business, or inability to pay debts. Furthermore, the company can become a
company to which the section appties after the debt was incurred under s
592(1)(c).

Conclusions

Certain propositions may be advanced from this examination of the
definition and responsibilities of senior officers of large corporations.

The first conclusion is the most important. Senior corporate employees
owe obligations which go well beyond the obiigations owed under their
contract of employment. Additional obligations are owed under equity and
under statute. The more senior they are, the more likely:

(i) they owe fiduciary obligations similar to those owed by directors of
companies;

(ii) they will come either within the definition of executive officer, or
be considered to be concerned in or taking part in the management
of the company with the additional exposure to criminal and civil
obligations that this encompasses under the Corporations Law
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(including potential responsibility for debts of the company in
certain circumstances, as discussed above).

Employees who are not or do not consider themselves ’senior’ should not
feel free from liability. Seniority per se is not the test for a fiduciary or for
an executive officer, though, as will be discussed below, it may be a relevant
consideration. There is no doubt that low ranking employees will often be
exposed to liability in specific transactions where they have assumed trustee
obligations. Obvious examples are Moulton LJ’s errand boy, the cashier
who has to account for his employer’s receipts, or the emptoyee who receives
a secret commission while acting as an agent for his employer in negotiating
a contract. Low ranking employees are also exposed to a myriad of statutory
obligations. As employees they are within the definition of ’officer’ in the
Corporation Law, the starting point for criminal and civil liability in many
sections.

The second proposition is that the courts have given tittte clear guidance as
to where the line should be drawn in describing a person associated with a
company as an ’executive officer’. The term is yet to come before the courts
for consideration, though when it does, the disqualification cases discussed
above will be persuasive. In CCA v Bracht, Mr Justice Ormiston in trying to
develop a formula by which participation in management could be
determined, indicated that ’it cannot be confined to those matters performed
by the board of directors or a managing director, for those are already the
subject of the prohibition against acting as a director’.76 This is an obvious
but important consideration. If the tine is drawn almost at the level of
director, the concept of an executive officer loses all value because the
provisions controlling directors (including the definition of that term) or de
facto directors are quite sufficient to catch such people. On the other hand, if
the courts take the opposite extreme, low ranking employees wil! unfairly
carry the criminal and civil liability of their superiors. This will probably
not be the case, the more likely result being that courts will err on the high
side of management participation. The line needs to be drawn at the level
where employees exercise initiative and responsibility, and are influential in
the direction the company takes or a significant part of this direction.
Ormiston J concentrated on the potential effect of this initiative and
responsibility on the financial standing of the corporation as a whole or a
substantial part of it: or the conduct of its affairs. He was not convinced that
participation had to be in central management provided the manager’s
decisions had a significant bearing on the company’s financial business and
overall financial health.

It is submitted that the ’managing of the company’s affairs as a whole’ test
from Gibson v Barton and Registrar of Restrictive Trading Agreements v
Wt-I Smith and Son Ltd is both inapp.ropriate and far too restrictive and
should not be adopted in the interpretation of ’executive officer’. The reasons
advanced by Ormiston J in arguing against the central management test are
equally appropriate here. In addition, such a test will ignore a group of
senior employees who exercise genuine and independent power, because it
concentrates too much on corporate hierarchies, and may enable the
76    Above at 47.
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employee who is in fact very influential in corporate destiny, but not part of
the formal command structure, to escape liability.

The cases enable us to more readily identify the features of those who are
not likely to be considered as executive officers: Those employees who
simply carry out directions, or policy determined by others, or are agents
appointed to carry out specific tasks will not be caught. Employees who are
described as clerical or possess little in the way of discretion are not
executive officers. One group who (somewhat surprisingly) cannot be
eliminated as executive officers are non-employees of the company. As
discussed above, the definition appears theoretically available to those
outsiders who by extending considerable advice to the company and
becoming so involved in it can be said to be taking part in its management.
This is a more preferable result than an interpretation which requires all
executive officers to also be officers under the Corporations Law.

Piecing together various attributes from the cases it may be possible to
build up a profile of an executive officer: One would expect such a person to
possess genuine power over at least a part of the corporate destiny. Indicia of
this might include: The ability to hire and fire employees at senior levels, the
company’s description of the employee as ’senior management’, or as a
’senior executive’, the type of salary package possessed, access to a generous
expense account, formal or informal links to the board, or to the most senior
executive, very high limits on power to spend the company’s money or to
contract without formal board authorisation. Subject to the qualifications
advanced by the New South Wales Court of Criminal Appeal in R v Scott the
way in which the person has been categorised by the company itself will be
very important. If the company has treated the employee with the trappings
of power and privilege it will be very difficult for the employee to deny his
influence in the company.

There are obvious overlaps between t~hose who readily will be categorised
as fiduciaries and executive officers. It follows from an analysis of the cases
above that it would be very hard for an employee who was held to be an
executive officer to deny that he also owed fiduciary duties. The reverse is
not necessarily true, because it is possible that fiduciary obligations can be
owed by quite junior employees.
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